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Starbucks™ - Exactly where does the buck stop? Editorials Inside.
Stephan Roots — “This Black Man Is Still Going To Starbucks.” Page 9
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“Reefer Madness” Becomes
The Billion Dollar Cannabis Industry.
"Not long ago the
body of a young girl
lay crushed on the
sidewalk after a
plunge from a Chicago apartment window. Everyone
called it suicide, but
actually it was murder. The killer was a
narcotic known to
America as marijuana, and to history
as hashish.

Page 5

tion and manufacturing. Nevertheless, after only one
congressional hearing, the act was passed and it was
not until 1996 that California passed the first state
law, permitting the distribution of medical marijuana
under the Compassionate Use Act of 1996
(Proposition 215).
Follow the money from A – Z, in the cannabis industry and you’ll find that one of the richest men in
America’s history, Andrew Mellon, sat at the helm,
orchestrating, the criminalization of the possession
and sale of marijuana in the United States.

There were only two American industrialists, who
paid more taxes than Mellon in the 1920’s. And in
1921, he was appointed the Secretary of Treasury by
Used in the form of cigarettes, it is comparatively
President Warren G. Harding, where he served for
new to the United States and as dangerous as a
coiled rattlesnake. How many murders, suicides, more than 10 years. In 1931, he appointed his niece's
and maniacal deeds it causes each year, especially future husband, Harry Jacob Anslinger, as the first
among the young, can only be conjectured.” head of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and DangerHarry J. Anslinger (July 1937 as published in
ous Drugs (The precursor to today’s Drug EnforceThe American Magazine.)
ment Agency, or DEA.), a position he held until
campaign to pass, The Marihuana Tax Act of 1962. It was on his watch that a smear campaign for
marihauna, a Mexican slang word for hemp, ensued
1937 (August 2, 1937) was a success, even though
the American Medical Association (AMA) opposed via newspapers, along with private and government
sponsored propaganda movies.
the act because of the tax burden that would fall on
those physicians prescribing cannabis, retail pharmaContinued on Page 13
cists selling cannabis, and medical cannabis cultiva-
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CSJ: Can you leave our readers with your very best health and
wellness tip?
TRUST the inner voice! Know that you are special despite circumstances.
Spend at least 5 minutes a day doing deep breathing. Answers to your
issues are in the breath! TURN OFF everything for at least 5 minutes
Get your passport! Visit other countries. Experience it!

CSJ: Please explain Stay on purpose, stay empowered, stay tuned
to higher learning.
Discover our purpose in life, our reason for being! Not just to slave 8+
hours a day on a job you hate.
Values that tell us we are only somebody if we have the right job, etc!
True Values are the ones Big Mama gave us as children, reminding us to
DO THE RIGHT THING, even when it’s not popular: helping a
neighbor, valuing integrity, etc.
Purpose is passionately doing that THING that brings you joy, despite
not making money from it! I worked 3 jobs in radio simultaneously FOR
NO PAY! I worked at Columbia College Radio News, WNUA Smooth
Jazz, WSSD 88.1 ALL FOR FREE. Knowing I would one day earn income from it, I just kept talking/writing! My first International speaking
gig was in 1999 in Johannesburg, South Africa! 2nd one in Europe. 3rd
one in Nairobi, Kenya! 2017 in France! If I had listened to people who
told me I was crazy for working for free, I would never have had those
international experiences.
Stay empowered:

2. Let your FOOD be your Medicine and your medicine be your food!
Have more ALIVE foods in your refrigerator than you do DEAD!
Cows eat grass. We eat cows. Who’s the smartest? Drink water next
time you think you’re hungry!

CSJ: Who would you like to give a #ShoutOut to for their contributions and hard work? The #Shoutout will be listed below the interview. (30 words only. Approximately 2 or 3 sentences)
Kudos to Dr. Sherri Berger, my Speech Coach at Columbia College,
P.J. Willis - Former Program Director of WJPC Radio, Jacquie Hasselrig, former Program Director at WGCI-AM 1390AM, Elroy SmithFormer Program Director at V103/WGCI , and Motivational Speaker
Les Brown, who mentored me in public speaking!

CSJ: What is your position on the current political climate American, Chicago, world?
Despite the hatred that exists for the current leader of America, he is
here to teach us lessons that we need to adhere to. Listen to self, and do
for self.

CSJ: Who do you admire the most and why?

Arm yourself daily with the word of God! Stay tuned to higher learning:
Not conventional learning, but seeking wisdom from within your spirit!
Self-study is the best because you learn to trust your Spirit within and
stay connected to it.

Beloved Poet/Author Maya Angelou, Director Ava Duvernay and
Shonda Rhimes, all writers! My cousin Michelle Robinson-Obama for
her leadership.

CSJ: Would you break down the difference between health and

CSJ: What is the one thing human kind can do that will have the

wellness?

greatest impact on how live on this planet?

Health = Healing from within. Your food is your medicine. Nothing
over the counter, (Rx all comes from plants anyway, but with synthetic
fillers that kill!)

Start LOVING SELF UNCONDITIONALLY. Leave the past where it
belongs. Love Big hips, big thighs, big ears and wrinkled eyes! All big,
all me! God don’t make no mistakes! Move forward and put God First!
Stay on purpose, stay empowered, stay tuned to higher learning! :)

Wellness - Feeling good from the inside out. Feeding the body/mind/
spirit. They all function together.

CSJ: What does it mean to be Mindful?
Simply being present IN THE MOMENT! How often do we neglect
NOW for something ABOUT TO HAPPEN?
I combined my expertise as The Mindfulness/Stress Relief Coach because people understand STRESS mores than mindfulness.

Zelda Robinson, CSP, DMT
The STRESS Relief Coach/Mindfulness Expert
Author of The Innovative Mindfulness Breakthrough System
21 Day Home Practice Manual
Social Media @ZeldaSpeaks
www.ZeldaSpeaks.com
www.DiabeticDonut.com
www.HigherLearningNetwork.org

You are also a published author. Tell us about your books.
The Passion Principles: Pathways to Purpose, Power & Profit! N’Spirational Conversations: 365 Days of Empowerment Vol. 1 &2 Anebook - Date, Rate & Checkmate: Bride’s Guide Before Marriage,
Diabetic Donut: How I REVERSED Type 2 Diabetes

CSJ: What led you to work in this particular field?
Writing was my first love, it led to writing news, where I discovered I
had the gift of gab! I discovered the world of Motivational Speaking
from a Master, Zig Ziglar, Les Brown and Dr. Dennis Kimbro.

CSJ: What are you working on now?
Developing an online course for Reversing Type 2 Diabetes,
Mindfulness/Stress Relief Practices and developing an Action Super S/
Hero figure. Also continue producing The Higher Learning Network
TV Show (Hln-TV) Tuesdays 6pm/Wednesday 1pm Channel 19 24/7
www.HigherLearningNetwork.org/ hlntv

Secure Your Ad In The NEXT Issue At www.CSJads.info.
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This Black Man Is Still Going
To Starbucks.
THE STEFAN ROOTS BLOG
Rants Opinions Options Truth Substance
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the ‘burbs with unlocked bathrooms. Fast food restaurants have rather
liberal bathroom policies allowing most walk-ins to use their facilities.
However, you wouldn’t expect those same black men to walk in to DelFrisco’s Steak House, sit at the bar, not order anything, watch the Sixers
game, use the bathroom, and not expect someone to ask them what
they’re doing. If they say they’re waiting for someone, they’d probably
get a grace period, but it won’t be long.
I meet people at Starbucks type places all the time. The first time I did
such a thing was at a Panera Bread maybe 10 years ago. The (white) guy I
was meeting was already there with his laptop out. I noticed he hadn’t
purchased anything. Since I was there to meet him, I offered to get him
something since I felt obligated to get something (regardless of whether
he felt obligated or not). I couldn’t help but to notice the room half full of
people with their laptops out. One Indian looking lady appeared to be doing a major research paper with huge text books spread over a table that
seated four. Most of them, but not all, had purchased something to eat or
drink but there was obviously no limit to how long they were permitted to
suck up the WiFi. (FYI, Starbucks and Panera Bread have super fast WiFi
that would cost a bundle to have at home. McDonalds WiFi is the pits).

What happened to those black men arrested at Starbucks in Philly

Obviously, the Philly Starbucks situation got out of control and has left
wouldn’t have happened to me for one simple reason – I would have pur- their establishment with a black eye requiring them to spend time and
money trying to protect their reputation only because a few black guys
chased a cup of coffee. One thread of discussion comes from the concerned white folks who confess to relieving themselves at Starbucks with- didn’t have the courtesy to purchase a $2 cup of black coffee.
out buying anything and to arrest the black men is just wrong.
I’m not a Starbucks snob. When I go, I just choose from the coffee they
That doesn’t make it right.
There are a few facts missing from news and Internet reports, but it appears the men entered the Starbucks on 18th and Spruce (my old
neighborhood), and at least one of them asked for the key to the bathroom
and was denied because the bathroom is for paying customers. One of the
missing facts is the actual conversation between the two of them, so I
can’t assume if the clerk was obnoxious and demeaning; if the black man
was belligerent and argumentative; or if they had a pleasant exchange.
My guess is there was a little tension in their exchange. If it was explained that the bathroom was for customers, I’m not sure why a $2 cup
of coffee, tea, or stale lemon cake wasn’t purchased. We don’t know if
the clerk was black or white. We don’t know if the store was crowded
with ‘regulars’ looking for seating. All we know is the store manager
called the cops.
The Starbucks CEO responded by saying the manager didn’t intend for
the guys to be arrested. The manager must never have experienced domestic situations where someone calls the cops only to see their partner
carried away in cuffs even when that wasn’t the intended outcome of the
call.
The police are being blamed for arresting the guys who weren’t doing
anything wrong. The police arrested them for trespassing, aka loitering.
They asked the guys to leave nicely three times. After the third time, they
were arrested. Maybe things would have turned out differently with a cup
of coffee on the table. We’ll never know, huh?
The white guy they were there to meet showed up during the arrest and he
was shown on the video reminding me of the white manager guy in the
‘Straight Outta Compton’ movie when the members of NWA were told to
go face down on the sidewalk by the cops and their white manager came
out arguing the guys work for him and were doing nothing wrong. At
least the NWA guys didn’t get arrested that day.
Although our Starbucks guys were released after nine hours in jail because Starbucks refused to press charges, I don’t think those mug shots
and finger prints go away after nine hours. Welcome to the system my
brothers.
Bathroom policies vary from place to place. Some businesses put the sign
on the front door – ‘Restroom for paying customers only.’ Some places
don’t give a hoot who uses their bathroom like many Starbucks located in

brew behind the counter because I still don’t understand the language of
the mix drinks their baristas concoct. I usually suck up some of their WiFi
when I’m there and find their establishments pretty comfortable and welcoming. I’ve encountered some obnoxious Starbucks clerks here and
there but I’d probably be just as bad having to deal with endless customers and their exacting coffee orders while standing on my feet all day.
Wawa coffee is alright with me. Plus, they have flavored creamers which
Starbucks is too snobby to ever offer.
The Philly situation is getting some bad press and it’s probably deserved.
But, if you see me walking into a Starbucks, don’t get mad that I’m not
protesting, but don’t let me stop you if you are.
Doesn’t the whole thing just ‘piss’ you off?
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It Doesn’t Just Happen at
Starbucks. Teachers Need
Racial Bias Training Too.
Last week, two Black men were arrested for sitting in a Starbucks here in Philadelphia. They were waiting for a friend who arrived
shortly after his friends had been handcuffed. The men were supposedly
“causing a disturbance” and “refused to buy anything.”
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This teacher likely would never refer to him or herself as a racist, yet to
refer to a 12-year-old child as “hulking, aggressive, and threatening”
speaks to the internalization of equating Black bodies with violence,
much the same way our society uses “thug” and “criminal” to denote an
aggressive, terrifying Black male. I saw that in no way would a teacher
write this referral for my two White sons. And that’s when it clicked.
these emotions were emblematic of how much work I needed to do as a
White educator to understand my own racial identity, and how I interact
with my students of color. What I now know is that these emotions were
emblematic of how much work I needed to do as a White educator to
understand my own racial identity, and how I interact with my students
of color.

It is easy for supposedly non-racist White people like myself to read stories like this and feel disgusted by such blatantly racist behavior. But before we get too proud of our post-racial selves, I’d like to challenge us to
truly investigate our own implicit racial biases.

As a White man in America, I may not be a racist, but I am racist. I may
not be a bigot, but I am biased. I may love and honor and serve my students of color, but I will never be able to fully comprehend their experiences, nor they mine. I may fight for my students and work for the acWould we have called the cops on the Black men in Starbucks? Probably cess to high-quality education that is their birthright, but I am also comnot.
plicit in the perpetuation of systems of racial oppression by enjoying and
benefiting from the systems that give me and my two sons a head start in
Does that mean we are free of bias and racism? Absolutely not.
the race for wealth and prosperity.
I felt I was being told how, as a White man, I was automatically biased,
To me, being a teacher means being on the front lines of the fight for soand probably even racist. A few years ago, I sat with my colleagues for
cial justice. But the work cannot simply be external. To be the best
the first of many cultural context professional development sessions. I
was aggressively disengaged and reflexively defensive. I felt I was being teacher I can be, to be the best advocate and ally I can be, I need to first
told how, as a White man, I was automatically biased, and probably even do my own work and face the racism within.
racist.
In the wake of the news that Starbucks is closing thousands of stores to
I felt I was being told that my life had been so privileged, my life’s road participate in racial education training, it is perhaps worth noting that
such training, while useful and a step in the right direction, also falls
so smoothly paved, that any accomplishments I had made were not due
to my own hard work, but due to the head start I had supposedly enjoyed prey to another common misconception: The tearing down of implicit
racial bias is not a one-off exercise, but rather something to be worked
due to my White skin.
on day after day.
I felt that despite much of my family arriving in America in the early
20th century, I was being implicated in centuries of American slavery. I The question is not what is Starbucks doing to learn from this incident,
felt that after years of service to a school filled with students who did not but what about the rest of us? Are we ready to do the work necessary to
look like me, I was now being told that my very existence was an indict- dismantle our deeply entrenched biases?
ment against the students I had just finished teaching.
By the next cultural context session, I had reached my limit. I was not a
racist person. I was a progressive liberal who always voted Democrat
and never said the “N word.” Why did I need to sit through these sessions, especially when I had so much other work to do? If we wanted to
stop race being a factor in our society, why did we keep insisting on talking about it? In short, I felt what most White people feel when they have
to talk about their place in America’s racial narrative.
As our session began, we sat in a circle while the facilitator passed
around a simple conduct referral, a statement written by a teacher describing the actions of a student that had warranted disciplinary action.

Zachary Wright is the 12th-grade world literature and AP Literature teacher at Mastery
Charter School Shoemaker Campus where
he has been for the last eight years, having
taught nearly every senior the school has
ever had. Over his more than 10 years in
Philadelphia classrooms, he was named
Philadelphia’s Outstanding Teacher
of the Year in 2013 and has participated
in the fight for equal education funding by
testifying before Philadelphia’s School Reform Commission as well as in the state
house rotunda in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

The teacher claimed to have felt fearful due to the threatening approach
of the student who “talked back” and “challenged” their “authority.” The Republish with permission from www.EducationPost.org
student’s action were described as “aggressive behavior,” as he
“hulkingly stood up from his seat.” The student was 12 years old.
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“Reefer Madness” Continued from Page 1

Movies such as, "Marihuana" (1936), "Assassin of Youth" (1937),
"High On The Range" (1929) and the cult classic “Reefer Madness” (1936) were heavily distributed to the public. Those movies were
designed to inform the public of the dangers of smoking marihauna. According to many articles and films, smoking marihauna could lead to
bizarre behavior including driving one to commit heinous crimes. An
article in Civilized pointed out that, “If these films prove anything, it's
that prohibitionists are way more paranoid than marijuana smokers.”
A year after the legislation was passed, a Popular Mechanics magazine
article referred to hemp as the billion-dollar crop. The 1938 issue
claimed that over 25,000 products could be made from hemp, including
everything from cellophane to dynamite.
Although, Mellon was employed by the federal government, it is said
that at the same time, he was also heavily invested in DuPont, who, in
addition to producing plastics and paper, was deeply involved in the development cellophane, nylon, and Dacron from fossil fuels. Also, William Randolph Hearst, who had controlled over the paper industry and
the Rockefeller family, who controlled Standard Oil both had reasons to
be concerned about the hemp industry and the affects on their companies. Rockefeller was in the position to lead in the development of the
new pharmaceutical industry, and medical herbs, most especially something so effective and widely used as cannabis meant a massive competition for new pharmaceutical products. Rockefeller did not like competition, and most of us have heard his famous quote: “Competition is a
sin.”
Fast forward 80 years and according to some sources, 23 million arrests
later, and you’ll find a turn in the tide on the legalization of cannabis.
(The term cannabis is replacing the word marijuana, in an effort to remove all negative associations, hence making marijuana the term for
“illegal” usage and cannabis the term for the “legal” the growing, sale
and distribution of the plant.) Nine states and Washington, DC, have
legalized marijuana for recreational use for adults 21 and over. Medical
marijuana is legal in another 29 states. Massachusetts takes the lead on
permitting adults to cultivate their own home grown plants, for recreational use, with 12 being permitted per household.
Yes, California was to the first to legalize cannabis for medical use but
there is still opposition, locally. Cities such as Fresno and Bakersfield
have moved to ban recreational use. But, are those voices being smoked
out? For example, in a recent article by Ed Keating, Co-Founder and
Chief Data Office at Cannabiz Media, it is estimated that there will be
20,000 licenses granted in California by the end of 2018. Alaska, who
just legalized recreational usage in 2015, estimated that residents have
spent more than $2 billion per year on weed.
A word about weed from Illinoisans.
The question, approved by voters on March 20, 2018, with a greater
than two-to-one margin, reads:
“Shall the State of Illinois legalize the cultivation, manufacture, distribution, testing, and sale of marijuana and marijuana products
for recreational use by adults 21 and older subject to state regulation, taxation and local ordinance?”
Benjamin Thomas Wolf even sought office as the #CannabisCandidate
in that March 20th election to represent the 5th Congressional District of
Illinois.
While Gov. Bruce Rauner (R) signed into law a measure to decriminalize cannabis possession last year, he opposes broader legalization and
has threatened to veto it if approved by lawmakers.
Billionaire Democratic candidate for governor J.B. Pritzker, recently
said, “Our state should legalize marijuana. This is yet another moment
our governor should stand up against Donald Trump.”
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In a televised debate, for the city of Chicago’s mayoral race in 2015,
one candidate’s response stood out from the rest, When asked if recreational use of marijuana should be legalized, Dr. Willie Wilson’s response was “Yeah! They’re going to smoke it anyway.”
Reports indicate that if marijuana were taxed in the same manner as alcohol and tobacco, that the take would be almost $50 billion in sales per
year and that by 2025 the dollars infused into the system, from the sale
of cannabis could be more than $100 billion.
CSJ – Sonja Cassandra Perdue
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